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ARBONIA
BRUGMAN
KERMI
VASCO

arbonia.com

A POWERFUL 
BRAND PORTFOLIO
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Our Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Division is 

a leading provider of heat transfer products for all application 

areas – from residential construction to commercial and 

industrial buildings. With our brands Arbonia, Brugman, Kermi 

and Vasco we have an extensive brand portfolio for the UK. 

Arbonia Group is a focused European building supplier that 

is listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange and has its headquarters 

in Arbon (Switzerland). The group is active worldwide with its 

own distribution companies, as well as offices and partners in 

more than 70 countries. Its main production sites are located in 

Switzerland, Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, the Czech 

Republic, Poland, Russia and Slovakia. A total of around 8,400 

employees work for Arbonia Group. The divisions that make up 

Arbonia are active in the following sectors: heating technology, 

air-conditioning and ventilation technology, sanitary equipment, 

windows, as well as exterior and interior doors.

Kermi Vasco

ARBONIA
BRUGMAN
KERMI
VASCO

A suitable solution for any situation
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Trench heating

Multi column4



Radiators UFH Ventilation Cooling

The extensive range of Arbonia products enables us to provide 

our customers with numerous solutions in the field of heating, 

cooling and ventilation in order to ensure a comfortable indoor 

climate.

Arbonia products are suitable for various types of buildings 

- offices, public buildings, industrial buildings and work and 

living spaces. With appropriate and energy-efficient solutions, 

we are your competent partner in public and commercial 

construction. Designer, architect, wholesaler or installer: with 

high-quality components for every room, proven systems and 

many years of know-how, we offer the solutions you need. 

Radiant profiles

arbonia.ch

ARBONIA: PARTNER IN 
PUBLIC & COMMERCIAL 
CONSTRUCTION
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Uni 6
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UFH

Centric Verti Line

brugman.euRadiators

BRUGMAN:  
PANEL RADIATORS  
UNIQUE IN ITS SEGMENT

Brugman introduced its first radiator on the market in 1965. 

Meanwhile Brugman is a renowned and reliable brand throughout 

Europe, known for its innovation and efficiency in heating 

technology. We provide a complete range of panel radiators, 

which are designed and produced with great care for all kinds of 

applications in living and work environments. By using high quality 

steel and an optimal protective paint and coating, we have a 

10-year warranty on all radiators in our product range. 

Brugman is a quality brand for panel radiators and are among the 

very best in their market segment. Being part of the Arbonia Group 

we develop and optimise improved technologies and products 

for the indoor climate of end users. Brugman has production sites 

located in Tubbergen (the Netherlands) and Legnica (Poland).
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Heatpumps kermi.comRadiators UFH Ventilation Cooling

COMPETENCE 
COMES FROM 
KERMI

We are among the leading manufacturers in Europe, both in heating 

technology and also in the shower sector. With around 1,300 

employees at its head office in Lower Bavaria, two production sites 

and an international market presence. With top quality products, 

state of the art production technology, and clear objectives: to 

bring together innovative solutions, trend-setting design, top quality, 

functionality, comfort, and reliability in the best possible way.

Thermal comfort and shower design. Kermi provides both in unique 

competence. And that for nearly six decades now. With pioneering 

achievements and innovations.
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Topgrill

+ Heat pumps

+ Residential ventilation

+ Heat storage

+ Underfloor heating

+ Smart home

+ Radiators
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Bryce Mono

Arche Plus

PLAY WITH
MONO
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Vasco is a market leader in bathroom radiators in the Benelux 

and is one of the leading manufacturers of designer radiators and 

ventilation solutions in Europe. Vasco offers innovative solutions to 

create an optimal indoor climate comfort. We anticipate on trends 

in design and materials and continue to invest in sustainable 

products contributing in an efficient energy management. 

With sophisticated technology and unique product design, Vasco 

creates a wide variety of designer radiators in an extensive colour 

range which can be integrated seamlessly in every interior. It is 

no wonder that Vasco radiators have been awarded renowned 

international design prizes over the years. With our aluminium 

radiators, we have developed a completely new generation of 

designer radiators. Vasco’s headquarters are located in Dilsen 

(Belgium) with ca. 500 employees. Its production plants are 

located in Belgium, the Netherlands and Poland.

VASCO: DESIGN & 
INNOVATION

Niva Vertical

Radiators UFH Ventilation CoolingElectrical vasco.eu
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John O’Brien (London, Ireland)
Business Development UK & Irelan
john.obrien@vasco.eu
UK +44 (0)7391 086607
IRL +353 (0)83 190 8265

Partel (Hugh Whiriskey) (Ireland)
Distribution Vasco Ventilation
hugh@partel.ie
+353 (0)87 9051920

Hevac (Ireland)
Distribution agent Arbonia & 
Brugman radiators
info@hevac.ie
+353 (01)419 1919

Tickle Tech (London)
Arbonia & Brugman Agent
team@tickle.tech
+44 (0)20 8702 8780

Ian Thompson (Northern Ireland)
Specification Sales Agent
ian.thompson@vasco.eu
+44 (0)7973 688918
 

Charles Blair (Scotland)
Specification Sales Agent
charles.blair@vasco.eu
+44 (0)7703 198949

Paul Barker (N. E. England)
Specification Sales Agent
paul.barker@vasco.eu
+44 (0)7875 215412

Phil McNeil (Wales)
Specification Sales Agent
phil.mcneil@vasco.eu
+44 (0)7707 749698

The UK sales team consists of experienced professionals serving the B2B market (installers 

and wholesalers) and the project market (specifiers). Every day, they place their commercial 

and technical expertise at the disposal of these target groups.


